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This thesis presents a design for a simulation of the
ammunition and fuel combat service support activities that
are an integral function of a U.S. brigade battle. The
model expands the existing Simulation of Tactical Alterna-
tive Responses (STAR) model to simulate the combat leader's
logistical decision logic from the vehicle to the battalion
commander and the actions of the support facilities within
the brigade area. The program design is executed in the
Software Design and Documentation Language (SDDL) which
produces an output that closely resembles SIMSCRIPT source
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is predicted that future warfare will be intense and
extremely destructive. In this environment, combat units
may have to operate in essentially continuous combat for
sustained periods of time. Survival will depend more than
ever on firepower and mobility. Due to the high consumption
of ammunition and fuel predicted for this type of warfare,
the ability to resupply the combat unit may well become a
critical factor in the outcome of the war.
This thesis is an attempt to modify the current brigade
level Simulation of Tactical Alternative Responses (STAR)
combined arms model [Ref. 1 7] to portray the ammunition and
fuel resupply process as an integral part of the brigade
battle. This expanded model will allow the analysis of the
direct interactions of logistics and combat at a high level
of resolution.
The philosophy in developing this document has been to
make the methodology as broad and as transparent as possible.
The model design is offered for intial use by the analytical
community as a possible means of evaluations intra-battalion
assets, organizations and operations. Areas of specific
investigation could include the practicality of an armored
forward area rearm/refuel vehicle, the feasibility of various
resupply tactics or the location of critical supply points.
The model is also expected to provide an interface
between logistics and combat models. The ammunition supply
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point (ASP) has been modeled in detail by the Ammunition
Supply Point Requirements and Evaluation Model (ASPREM) and
work continues on modeling other areas of the ammunition and
fuel supply system. Combat models are used extensively in
the cost and operational effectiveness analysis performed
for items of proposed or modified hardware such as the
advances attack helicopter, the XM-1 tank and the infantry
fighting vehicle (IFV). With this model it would be possi-
ble to access concurrently the combat and logistical effec-
tiveness of a unit due to changes in tactics or weapons
systems. For example, it could determine if the ASP could
provide timely ammunition support of a new weapons system
in the context of a combined arms battle.
The STAP model is well suited for the addition of the
logistics module because, as a discrete event simulation, it
has the degree of resolution necessary to model the shooter/
supplier interface. It is an active combat simulation
large enough to model the major systems of a BLUE brigade
including the logistics. The simulated terrain currently
consists of a forty by sixty kilometer section of the Fifth
U.S. Corps in Europe. This area is large enough to accurate-
ly depict the array of combat and logistics units in a
brigade area. As a result of being in the same area with
the combat units, the logistical units are vulnerable to
the effects of air, artillery and direct fire weapons. The
model is also extremely flexible due to its ability to vary,




When the research began, it was believed that the pri-
mary effort would be to model the ASP, the ammunition trans-
fer point (ATP) and the petroleum, oil and lubricant (POL)
point in the brigade support area (BSA). Although these
facilities needed to be included in the model, they turned
out not to be the primary problems. It was soon determined
that the most important problem to be resolved was how to
model the combat commanders decision logic concerning the
requisition and allocation of ammunition and fuel in a com-
bat situation. To do this required that the logistics
module be fully integrated into the combat model.
Chapter II provides a general explanation of the logis-
tical process incorporated into STAP, the programming lan-
guage used in STAP and the utilization of the Software
Design and Documentation Language (SDDL).
Chapter III discusses in detail the logic modelled in
each part of the logistics module. The routines and events
which make up the logistics module are listed in Appendix A




A. LOGISTICS SUPPORT OF A ERIGADE
The resupply of fuel and ammunition is a complex process
directly involving elements of the battalion, brigade, divi-
sion or corps. All these organizations focus toward the
combat battalions. Before outlining the resupply process,
it it best to look at the basic element of the entire pro-
cess, the battalion support platoon.
The typical support platoon is organized with three
sections: platoon headquarters, ammunition/transportation
section and fuel section. The fuel section is composed ex-
clusively of tactical fuel trucks. All the battalion's fuel
is stored in these trucks. The actual number and design of
the individual vehicles may vary from unit to unit. The
ammunition/transportation section is normally composed of
standard tactical cargo trucks. The dual title is used to
indicate that the section may have missions other than
hauling ammunition. It is the general mission of the sup-
port platoon to carry the battalion's basic load, resupply
the combat user from this stock and replenish the basic load
at brigade, division and corps issue points.
The infrastructure shown in figure 1 delivers, stores
and issues resources above the support platoon level. It
is best examined when separated into fuel and ammunition.
The division support command (DISCOM) provides a bulk pe-
troleum, oil and lubricant (POL) issue point for each
13
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brigade area by positioning organic POL tankers forward.
This POL point is usually located in the brigade support
area, out of range of threat medium artillery and provides
area support for all units in the brigade area. It is usual-
ly 100 percent mobile so that it can move frequently to main-
tain a position to provide forward fuel support for the
combat battalions of the brigade and to avoid indirect fire.
The brigade POL point is normally composed of line haul
tankers which have a limited cross country capability. It
is tailored to provide support based on anticipated fuel
requirements.
When a fuel tanker at the brigade POL point is empty,
it returns to the division POL point, which is located in
the DISCOM area, to refill. The DISCOM POL point is normal-
ly composed of linehaul tankers and ground mounted collapsi-
ble bladders. It usually has the capability to store at
least one day of supply. Since the majority of the bulk
storage capability is ground mounted, the division POL
point is not mobile and is very vulnerable to a wide range
of enemy weapons. For these reasons, it is located to the
rear of the division area to preclude small movements in
the line of contact from dictating a relocation due to in-
creased risk. The division POL point is resupplied in turn
by the corps.
The ammunition system is more complex and none of the
ammunition supply facilities are organic to the division.
As the Army is organized today, the trucks of the support
platoon would have to drive back to a corps ammunition
15

supply point (AS?) located in the vicinity of the division
rear. An ASP is a large non-mobile supply point operated by
a corps ammunition company. All the stocks of an ASP are
stored on the ground. Doctrinally, one AS? is normally
considered to support a division and is expected to have
enough ammunition on hand for three to five days of support
to the division.
In an effort to streamline the ammunition process,
emerging doctrine calls for the establishment of three or
four ammunition transfer points (ATP) v/ithin the division.
Assets for the ATP's will be organic to DISCOM and one ATP
will normally be assigned to support each committed brigade
of the division. The ATP is composed of forklifts and
cranes to transfer ammunition from corps linehaul trucks to
the battalion ammunition trucks of the support platoons.
Only a limited choice of high volume critical munitions,
such as tank main gun, anti-tank missile and 155 mm artil-
lery will be available at the ATP. The ATP is mobile and is
completely dependent on the timely and frequent arrival of
convoys from the corps ammunition storage areas (CSA) if it
is to be able to fulfill its mission. In order to draw
munitions not supplied by the ATP, or v/hen the ATP has no
munitions, support platoon trucks will be required to travel
to the ASP.
Figure 1 illustrates the support structure of two bri-
gades down to the company level. In figure 1 , Companies A
and B reflect two possible methods of supply. At A Company
the resupply action does not deliver resources directly to
16

the company, but rather caches, i.e., prestocks them at an
alternate battle position. Conversely at B Company's
position, the fuel and ammunition are delivered directly to
the unit location. Notice that if the support platoon vehi-
cles only have to travel to the brigade support area (B3A),
the trip is considerably shorter than if vehicles are re-
quired to go to the ASP or the DISCOM POL point. Additional-
ly corps transportation assets are used to move munitions
forward to the ASP and ATP; while DISCOM assets move POL
forward to the brigade POL point.
The past several paragraphs have outlined the resupply
process. The logical decision structure for this process is
presented in the bulk of this thesis. Before presenting
the resupply logic, three specific areas remain to be dis-
cussed. These areas are: the STAP combat model, SIMSCRIPT
II. 5 and the Software Design and Documentation Language
(SDDL).
B. OVERVIEW OF SIMSCRIPT AND STAR
As stated earlier the purpose of this thesis is to ex-
pand the current brigade STAR model to portray selected
BLUE logistics functions as an integral part of the combat
process. To understand the design of the logistics module,
a basic understanding of the STAR combat methodology and
capabilities is required. STAR is written in SIMSCRIPT
II. 5, a language which was designed specifically for dis-
crete event simulations. As a result, SIMSCRIPT handles
many of the bookkeeping tasks such as managing queues,
17

keeping track of simulated time and managing arrays.
Additionally the code is extremely readable.
SIMSCRIPT is based on the concepts of entities, attri-
butes and sets. Entities are equivalent to elements or
physical things. STAR uses entities to represent weapons
systems such as tanks or anti-tank missile launchers. In
the logistics module, ammunition and fuel trucks would be
entities.
Attributes represent characteristics or status of enti-
ties. Attributes may be used to differentiate between
entities or to indicate if an entity is alive or dead.
Other examples of attributes could be vehicle speed, weapon
range or vehicle dimensions. The logistics module will use
attributes such as vehicle load capacity, the number of ga-
lons of a fuel type on hand, or the number of tank rounds
in the ATP.
Another very useful feature of SIMSCIPT is the concept
of sets. Sets are groupings of entities. As the language
is written, only entities may belong to sets. A set may be
established to contain the members of a specific tank compa-
ny and thus sets may be used to represent military units.
A specific application in the logistics module is to place
all the resupply trucks going to a specific company in a
set called a convoy.
The basic STAR model consists of a direct fire ground
model with artillery and air/air defense modules. It simu-
lates terrain, target detection/selection, damage assessment
18

and movement. It is capable of portraying a BLUE brigade
opposing a RED division.
The integration of the ammunition and fuel resupply
processes into STAR will utilize many of the existing
routines.
The simulated terrain can portray any area desired by
the user. The terrain is derived from map data of the area
selected by the user. Because the terrain model depicts
actual geographical features, the supply routes can be
plotted on the existing roads. The terrain model also
allows for the realistic placement of the supply facilities
to provide for cover, concealment and accessibility.
The movement routines will allow for the movement of
resupply vehicles over preselected routes as a function of
terrain and the vehicles' mobility attributes (i.e.,
accelerations, limiting speed, etc.).
The target detection/selection routines will permit
resupply vehicles to be detected and selected as targets by
RED combat vehicles, aircraft and artillery. Detection is
a function of line of sight, range, target exposure, and
yields a time to detect. Selection is a function of range
and target priority.
The damage assessment routines determine if the resupply
vehicle was hit and, if hit, how much damage was caused.
The suppression module will be used to determine the
proximity and density of hostile fire as a basis for making




C. USE OF SDBL IN PROGRAM DESIGN
The logistics module was written using Software Design
and Documentation Language (SDDL). SDDL is a word processor
created specifically for the design and documentation of
structured programs [Ref. 12]. This approach was chosen
over traditional flowcharting because it provides a reada-
ble description of the program logic in a structure closely
resembling actual program format. This was possible because
the SDDL syntax uses keywords to invoke design structures.
The design structures consist of modules which can be de-
fined to be programs, events, routines, etc.; and block
designators which can be defined to be control statements
such as IF, ELSE, ENDIF or DO. Module invocation keywords
can be defined to be CALL, SCHEDULE or PERFORM. Indentation
is used to indicate the operational order of the IF and DO
statements within each code module. Structure exits and
routine invocations are accentuated by arrows. In addition
to displaying the structures of each code module, SDDL will
provide diagnostic statements whenever substructure errors
are detected. For example, if a DO LOOP is not terminated,
the output will show an error statement. A feature of SDDL
that is of particular benefit to the designer of programs
with numerous routines is the summary information that is
provided. The summary of information provides a table of
contents, a module reference tree, and a module cross ref-
erence listing. The table of contents lists the page
20

number for each module and summary listing. The module
reference tree presents the modules in the order called
within the program; while the module cross reference list-
ing enumerates the locations where each module is called.
Additional cross reference listings are available by mark-
ing selected words, titles, phrases or variable names. The
many features and felxibility of SDDL allowed the logistics
module to be designed and documented concurrently while
providing an effective guide for future programming.
21

III. DETAILS!) EXPLANATION OF THE LOGISTICS MODULE
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a detailed description of the
proposed logistics module. Each routine and event is dis-
cussed in an attempt to document the simplifying assumptions
and the reasons for selecting a specific methodology.
Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the events and routines pre-
sented in Appendix A. A brief description of the events
and routines is given in the next section and a detailed
discussion of each event and routine makes up the remainder
of the chapter.
B. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Event RS_EVALUATE assigns each combat vehicle a level
of need (L.O.N.) based on the ammunition and fuel used.
Routine PS_BATTALION_LOGIC determines within each
battalion the order in which each company should be re-
supplied based on L.O.N. , supply status and the selected
resupply tactic.
Routine RS_ALLOCATE allocates ammunition and fuel assets
to the company being considered based on availability and
the efficient utilization of transportation.
Routine RS_UPDATE is called by RS_ALLOCATE for a spe-
cific ammunition/fuel type. It transfers trucks and stocks
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Event RS_MISSION is scheduled by RS_ALLOCATE for each
convoy in a user input time lag that simulates the time
recuired to process a request and assemble a convoy.
Routine RS_START_KOVE is called whenever a vehicle or
convoy needs to be moved on the terrain model.
Routine LGC is part of the STAR ground combat model and
is a primary interface between the logistical process and
the combat process. It moves all vehicles from their start
positions to their destination.
Event RS__CONVOY
—
ARRIVE is scheduled for each convoy and
determines when the convoy has reached its destination. De-
pending on the resupply tactic, it then starts to build a
"cache" or to resupply the company.
Event RS_OFFLOAD_CACHE is scheduled for a convoy when
the resupply tactic is "cache." It completes the "cache"
and starts moving the convoy back to the battalion trains
area. If the company is at this location its resupply is
started.
Event RS_CV_ARRIVE is scheduled for combat vehicles
which need a specific ammunition type. It determines when
the combat vehicles have arrived at their destination (bat-
tle position or company resupply area). If the location is
the company resupply area, it starts rearming/refueling the
company.
Event RS_ENDLOAD is scheduled for a combat vehicle.
Upon completion of rearming, it starts the refueling process
for the current vehicle and calls a like combat vehicle to
24

move to the company resupply area. It checks for the com-
pletion of the mission,
Routine RS_FUEL is called for a vehicle needing a spe-
cific fuel type. If a refuel point is idle, the vehicle
starts refueling otherwise the vehicle is placed in a queue.
Event RS_END_FUEL is scheduled for a combat vehicle. It
completes the refueling process and moves the combat vehicle
back to its battle position. If another combat vehicle is
waiting in the queue for this fuel type, the event will
start the refuel process for it. Event RS_SND_FJSL checks
for the completion of the mission.
Routine RS_END_MISSION is called whenever a resupply
mission has been terminated and is used to indicate that the
company supply status has changed.
Routine RS_TRUCK__UPDATE is called for convoy/cache
trucks to adjust the amount of ammunition/ fuel on each
truck prior to their move back to the battalion trains area.
Event RS_TRAINS_ARRIVE is scheduled for all convoy/
trucks returning to the battalion trains area. It consoli-
dates the ammunition/fuel left on the trucks returning from
a resupply mission to the smallest number of trucks. Based
on a user input threshold of partial loads, this event sends
trucks to the ATP or brigade POL point for replenishment.
For trucks returning from the ATP, ASP, or POL point it adds
the truck to the battalion trains.
Event RS_ATP_ARRIVE is scheduled for every battalion
ammunition truck sent to the ATP. If the ATP is too busy or
in a stockout position for the ammunition type needed, it
25

sends the truck to the AS?. If the truck remains at the
ATP, the event starts the reload process or has the truck
wait in a queue.
Event RS_ATP__LEAVE is scheduled for every battalion am-
munition truck reloaded at the ATP. It completes the reload
process and sends the truck back to the battalion trains
area. It continues the reload process for any trucks wait-
ing in the queue for the same ammunition type.
Event RS_ASP_RETURN is scheduled for all battalion ammu-
nition trucks sent to the ASP. It accounts for the time it
would take for a truck to make a round trip from the ATP
to the ASP. It then sends the truck back to the battalion
trains area.
Event RS_POL__ARRIVE is scheduled for every battalion
fuel truck sent to the brigade POL point, '.'/hen the truck
arrives, the event starts the refill process or has the
truck wait in a queue for that fuel type.
Event RS_POL_LEAVE is scheduled for every battalion
fuel truck refueled at the brigade POL point. It completes
the refill process and sends the truck back to the battalion
trains area. If a POL point tanker has been emptied, it
schedules RS_TANKER_RETURN.
Event RS_TANKER_PETURN is scheduled for all empty
DISCOM POL tankers at the brigade POL point to account for
the time it would take to make a round trip to the DISCOM
POL point.
Event PS_CSA_CONVOY is scheduled periodically to simu-




The first portion of the STAR resupply model is called
RS_EVALUATE. The purpose of the routine is to evaluate
the fuel and ammunition status of the vehicles, crew served
weapons, platoons, and companies as portrayed in the model.
The SDDL code section imitates the logical process of each
vehicle commander periodically taking stock of his level of
need (L.O.N.) for ammunition and fuel. If necessary, the
vehicle commander passes his L.C.N, information to the pla-
toon leader. The platoon leader in turn evaluates the
L.O.N, of his platoon and, if necessary, informs the company
commander of the platoon's L.O.N. . The company commander
determines the L.O.N, of the company based on the aggregate
status of his platoons. Having determined the company
L.O.N. , the commander then passes his supply request to the
battalion headquarters for action. For modeling this pro-
cess it is necessary to have a quantitive measure for
defining/determining the L.O.N, of company members and
companies. The term level of need (L.O.N.) is a subjective
descriptor of the goodness or badness of resources (fuel
and ammunition) and must imply a sense of urgency or priori-
ty. While this may sound like an awkward concept, it is in
fact, representative of real life situations ranging from -
"gee, it would be nice to top off now" to "if we don't get
more ammo, we will be out in 15 minutes."
27

In order to convey the information described above, the
level of need (L.O.N.) concept was used. The levels are
separated into four categories: full (F), want (IV), ap-
proaching critical (AC), and critical (C). The levels of
need are defined as follows:
1. "Full" (F) - The vehicle or unit is at 100 percent
of stowed load/fuel capacity or so close to 100 percent
that it will not request resupply action.
2. "Want" ('.'/) - The vehicle or unit is not at "full"
stowed load status, but is not in such a position where
potential mission accomplishment is jeopardized. The "want"
level will initiate a resupply request, but at the lowest
priority.
3. "Approaching Critical" (AC) - This level is meant
to imply that the supply status reduces the mission potential
of a vehicle or unit. "Approaching critical" status initi-
ates a resupply request of higher priority than the "want"
level.
4. "Critical" (C) - The stowed load of the vehicle/
unit is at a level such that the survival of the entity or
its mission accomplishment is immediately threatened by a
lack of resources.
For individual vehicles or systems, the L.O.N, thresh-
olds are user input percentages of the amount of fuel/
ammunition remaining. Figure 3 represents the thresholds
used in constructing the column in Table I for determining
the fuel L.O.N, for a tank. Any tank with less than 30?o of
28

its fuel remaining would be considered "critical." If the
fuel remaining was greater than or equal to 65 ^ but less
than 80?£, the tank would be considered "want." The thresh-
old values for each weapon system are model inputs deter-
mined by the user.
C AC W F
>0 65 80 1.00
Figue 3 L.O.N. Intervals
TABLE I VEHICLE L.O.N.





































In the model, once the type vehicle has been determined,
the percentage of ammunition remaining is calculated and a
table is searched for the appropriate L.O.N, which is then
assigned to the vehicle (See Table I). For example, if a
tank has 26 rounds remaining (26/^-0 = 65 percent), the
L.O.N, is W. Next, the percentage of fuel remaining is
calculated and the table is again searched for an L.O.N.
For a tank with 182 gallons remaining, (182/503 = 36 per-
cent) the L.O.N, would be (AC). Once the second L.O.N, is
29

calculated, it is compared with the first and the worse of
the two L.O.N. f s is assigned to the vehicle. Thus a tank
with 26 rounds and 182 gallons remaining has an L.O.N, of
AC.
As each vehicle L.O.N, is updated, the number of rounds
expended by type is accumulated as a platoon and company
attribute. This identical process is completed concurrently
for fuel.
The model will determine a platoon L.O.N, for each type
of platoon by entering the appropriate table (See Table II)
with the number of platoon members alive and the cumulative
distribution of their L.O.N.'s.
TABLE II PLATOON L.O.N.
PLATOON
L.O.N.
NUMBER OF VEHICLES ALIVE
1 2 3 ^ J
C No. C 1 2 2 3
AC No. AC + C 1 2 2 3
W No. W+AC+C 1 2 3 u
Hi
H No. F+W+AC+C 2 3 k 5
A platoon with four (k) XM-1's alive would be "critical"
if two or more tanks were "critical." If this condition is
not met, the platoon v/ould be "approaching critical" if the
total number of C and AC tanks is greater than or equal to
two (2). For the platoon to be classified as "want," the
conditions for "critical" and "approaching critical" must
not be satisfied and the sum of the C, AC and W vehicles
30

must be greater than or equal to three (3). The numbers
used to fill out the tables are user input and may vary for
each type of platoon.
The process of developing a company L.O.N, is similar to
the platoon method. An aggregation of the platoon L.O.N. 's
is used to determine the company L.O.N. The major area of
concern for the company L.O.N, is whether or not the platoon
organization is homogeneous. If all the platoons are tank or
mechanized infantry (INF(M)), the user need only designate
his priorities as in Table III. However, if the company is
organized as a company team, the user must decide to either
accept a homogeneity assumption for supply or designate a
table of combinations for the team L.C.N.
TABLE III COMPANY L.O.N.
COMPANY
L.O.N.
NUMBER OF PLATOONS ALIVE
12 5^5
C No. C 1 1 2 2
AC No. AC+C 1 1 2 3
W No. W+AC+C 1 2 3 k
F No. F+W+AC+C 2 2 k 5
The use of a company team L.O.N, table may be required
because of differences in the stowed load capabilities of
various weapons systems. For example, the infantry fight-
ing vehicle has a stowed load of seven (7) TOW missiles
compared to 55 rounds of 105 ram maingun ammunition for an
31

XM-1 tank. Table IV gives an example of L.Q.N, categories
for a company team composed of two tank and two mechanized
infantry platoons. This team would be "critical" if one or
more infantry (M) platoons are "critical" or two or more
tank platoons are "critical," The team will be "approach-
ing critical" if one or more infantry (M) platoons are AC
or the sum of the C and AC tank platoons is greater than or
equal to two (2). For a team to be "want," the sum of the
A, AC and W platoons must be greater than or equal to three
(3) while the conditions for C and AC are not satisfied,




INF (M) TANK INF+TANK
C 1 2 2
AC C + AC 1 2 2
W C+AC+W 3
p C+AC+W+F k
As the L.O.N, of each company is determined, RS_EVALUATE
will check to see if the company should be considered for
resupply. The company will be considered under two possible
conditions: if a company is "critical" or if the company






LOGIC simulates the battalion com-
mander's thought process wherein he decides which companies
should be resupplied and which companies can be resupplied.
This decision process is a combination of many inputs which
have been reduced to the following:
1. The method of resupply chosen (cache or on position),
2. The urgency of the requesting unit as portrayed by
L.O.N.
3. The tactical situation of the company portrayed by
the suppression index,
4. The assets available to the commander. The alloca-
tion of assets is expanded in event HS_ALLOCATE.
From event RS_EVALUATE, the battalion commander has a
list of his companies with their L.O.N, category and re-
source requirements. He takes this list and continues the
prioritization using the second and third items as numbered
above.
Before the routine can imitate this thought process, it
is necessary to input the method of supply for each company.
The user is limited to two (2) methods, "cache" or "unit
location." The "cache" method entails sending resupply
vehicles forward to some specified position, unloading the
resources and returning to the battalion trains. At some
time in the future, the company will move to this position.
Within the model, the convention will be to always pick
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some succeeding battle position as the "cache" site. This
method maximizes the use of ammunition supply assets by en-
abling constant utilization of the ammunition trucks.
There is, however, a problem in caching fuel. In order to
include fuel, the support platoon would have to either de-
posit 55 gallon drums and/or bladders (100 or 500 gallon)
or leave fuel vehicles at the "cache" site. In reviewing
present and proposed unit organizations [Refs. 5j 6, 7, 8]
,
manuals [ Refs. 2, 3> 41 and discussions with other active
duty officers, it was determined that the option of leaving
drums or bladders should not be included, at least initially.
Realistically, the drum/bladder cache is not infeasible,
but it requires more assets than are currently available
(i.e., a cargo truck to haul and pumps to transfer). The
problem associated with leaving fuel trucks at a cache site
is twofold. First, leaving the trucks at the cache site
puts them stationary and well forward of the battalion
trains with a greater probability of detection and engage-
ment. Secondly, leaving the trucks at the cache site
essentially takes those trucks out of service until the com-
pany comes back to that position and refuels. As ground
combat occurs in reality, there is no method to determine
how long fuel trucks might be expected to sit at a "cache"
site. For these reasons, routine RS_BATTALION_LOGIC will
only "cache" fuel when the requesting company is "criti-
cal." The "cache" method used for fuel will be to leave
fuel trucks at the "cache" location.
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At this point, there may be some confusion as to who
picks the method of supply discussed in routine
3S_BATTALI0N_L0GIC. Communications among the various bat-
talion elements would normally decide the "how to do it"
(i.e., method) either by standard operating procedure
(SOP), battalion commander's direction, etc. However,
within this routine, the method of resupply is necessarily
a user input. The method would be carried as an attribute
of each company for model accounting purposes. As current-
ly planned, the method of supply attribute can not be
changed as the simulation progresses, but such a change is
considered feasible in a future revision.
The "unit location" method of supply is best described
in the generally accepted term of unit distribution. The
required resources are delivered directly to the unit's
general location while the unit is there. Then, the trans-
fer process takes place by having unit and logistical vehi-
cles park next to each other while resources are transferred
manually or mechanically. The "unit location" method mini-
mizes the time that the combat unit must spend in resupply
activities because the resources do not have to be picked
up from the ground. There are also more people available to
assist the resupply, (i.e., crews from the resupply
vehicles)
.
As previously described, the PS_ EVALUATE event creates
a priority ordered list of supply requests for each battalion.
The next consideration is how a battalion commander further
prioritizes a request when there is more than one company in
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any one L.O.N, category. Normally, the commander would
make some subjective decisions. The possible criteria for
tie breaking are as many and varied as commanders and tacti-




The importance of the unit as regards to key terrain
and assumed enemy objectives.
2. The ability of the unit to bring combat power into
the battle.
3. The resource status of the unit as regards to its
ability to fight and survive as a unit.
Case one is a user determined priority; in case of a
tie between A Company and B Company, priority goes to A
Company. Case two would break ties in favor of the unit
with the greatest number of weapons systems alive. This
assumes that bigger is better and larger units would have
more combat power. Case three breaks ties in favor of the
unit with the smallest number alive. This case is premised
on keeping a maneuver unit supplied to prevent, where possi-
ble, degradation of the unit due to lack of resources.
There is an implicit assumption that to fight and survive, a
smaller unit must fire more rounds per system than a like
unit with more systems available. The criteria chosen for
the model was case two, the greatest number of weapons sys-
tems alive.
As part of his mental appraisal of the situation, the
battalion commander must decide how much risk he is willing
to accept in committing his resupply assets. In actual
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combat, this process has many inputs ranging from the num-
ber of trucks on hand to the pitch of the company command-
er's voice on the radio. To model the degree of risk, it
is necessary to have some methodology for measuring the
intensity of combat. Within the STAR combat model, there
is a suppression module that can be used to implement the
risk concept. The module is explained in[Kef. 131. The
appropriate pages from [Kef. 13] are included in Appendix E
and should be read before proceeding with this chapter.
The suppression module is used because it has already been
written into the main model. The use of the suppression
methodology requires that the resupply model include all
the assumptions and constraints of the suppression routine
when and if it is used. Using the terminology and notation
of Appendix B, the following example is offered:
1. The battalion commander's user input value of a
go/no go value for R is 5.
2. The resupply vehicles (trucks) have a suppression
susceptability of 10.
3. The example values of r and d from Annex B are used.




TABLE V SuDTDression Index Example
1st Pit. 2nd Pit. 3rd Pit. ifth Pit.
r 1 2 2 1
r 2 4 1
r 3 2 1
r k 1
R= 5.H5 5.46 1.95
Averaged over the four platoons in the company, R is
3.13, which is below the abort mission threshold of five
(5); therefore, the mission would go. The implementation
of the risk methodology will require close coordination
with the user and some amount of experimentation to find
values of R that equate to subjective risk of the combat
arms user.
Using the suppression methodology to determine the risk
allows the user to view risk as an essentially continuous
variable. This provides a degree of flexibility in that
the value of the abort mission threshold can be set low for
low risk or high for accepting a higher risk. This meth-
odology is used again at the point where the combat vehicles
are loaded and can be expanded to show uses for a time de-
lay factor as discussed in chapter IV.
''/hen a "cache" is requested, the area suppression index
is considered to be zero.
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The last criteria to be explained is "supply status."
The "supply status" is a company attribute that equates to
the number of previously scheduled supply missions that
have not yet been completed or terminated. The attribute
is increased each time a mission is scheduled for the re-
questing company. The attribute is decreased by one after
a mission is successfully executed or otherwise terminated.
Having explained the background and terminology of the
routine RS_BATTALION_LOGIC, it is appropriate to discuss
the SDDL code on page 2 of Appendix A. The first two if
statements in the routine remove any company that is within
the full range or that is non-critical with a supply mis-
sion enroute. The list of units eligible for resupply is
now reduced to "critical" units or other less than critical
units that have no supply actions currently scheduled.
Next, if the method to be used is "cache," the logic calls
directly to the allocate routine because there is no con-
sideration of risk. If there is a risk criteria, the
routine checks for the go/no go value and calls routine
RS_ALLOCATE if the logic is a go.
E. RS_ALLOCATE
The routine RS_ALLOCATE is a logical continuation of the
battalion commander's thought process from the preceding
routine, RS_BATTALION_LOGIC. The review process of the
battalion logic routine is complete for one unit and an at-
tempt is now made to match assets available with the mis-
sions to be executed. For simplicity and feasibility of
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this routine, several factors have been eliminated. A
primary example of this is the decision not to cross level
ammunition stocks on the support platoon trucks. This
simplifying assumption removes the parameters of available
manpower and the ability of a man to transfer boxes from
one truck to another. Currently, this routine only consid-
ers tank main gun rounds and TOW missiles. Although this
only allows the logistical model to supply major calibers,
the degree of resolution and workload are adequate for
simulation of the resupply process. A further simplifying
assumption is that all loads of fuel and ammunition are
homogeneous. It is realized that this is not a totally
realistic representation of the supply process, but this
prevents the accounting and record keeping steps in the
model from becoming prohibitive. The last major simplifica-
tion step was the total omission of resupply logic for in-
direct fire weapons. The reason for this was the author's
allowable time limits. However, this same logic will have
a general application to the supply of indirect fire units
and the organic fire support elements of the maneuver
battalions.
Within the allocate routine, there are several major
decision thresholds that may be set by the user to mimic the
battalion thought and allocation process. These values are
input as a percentages and establish thresholds for various
allocation functions. It is necessary to discuss the analy-
sis motivating the choice of this methodology.
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The routine begins by applying the "cache 11 fuel logic.
As discussed previously, unless the company L.O.N, is
"critical," no fuel trucks will be sent to the cache site.
The next decision that needs to be made is: given that the
battalion is still receiving requests for resupply and some
materials have already been dispatched to that unit, what
more should be sent to the reqisitioner? If the unit L.O.N,
is not critical and a resupply mission has been sent, take
no action until that mission is terminated.
V/hen a unit is "critical," each time a request is
received the model v/ill attempt to allocate the amount re-
quested minus the amount already alloted. In reality,
there is some point at which the battalion commander may
want to say "all right, that company has been allocated
what I consider a sufficient amount." To allow for this
thought process to be modeled, a user input threshold is
required. For example, if a "critical" company has been
allocated 75% of its total requirements, it is temporarily
removed from the allocation process. This methodology ap-
plies only to "critical" units and prevents the allocation
logic from passing a user input point of diminishing return.
So far in the allocation process, only the total amount
of rounds or gallons requested by the company has been
addressed. It is also necessary to have a method for ap-
portioning the basic load vehicles that carry the fuel and
ammunition. Once the status of the battalion's stocks has
been determined and the material allocations made, the
transportation resources are reviewed and parcelled out.
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As before, the emphasis is on the "critical" units. If
there are none, so much the better. If there is only one,
then that unit is allocated whatever is necessary. In the
case of multiple critical units, some trucks are reserved
for the other critical companies. This allotment prevents
one critical unit from receiving all the available assets
at the expense of other critical units, '.','hen the units are
non-critical the L.O.N, priorities and tiebreaking rules
described in routine _RS_BATTALION_LOGIC still apply. One
final decision threshold remains to be discussed: the
breakpoint for sending partial loads. The assumptions of
this routine prevent overloading and mixing of truckloads,
which may result in requiring three trucks to move 2.1
truckloads. This is a plausible requirement in any real
situation and requires a model algorithm to simulate a
human decision maker. The method adopted is again a user
input percentage for each specified L.O.N. The user may
decide never to dispatch a truck if only ten percent of the
fuel or ammunition on board is required. (This is a varia-
ble level set by the user). All the trucks allocated to a
company by routine RS
—
ALLOCATE form a convoy. The alloca-
tion process may form a convoy consisting of only one truck.
The past several paragraphs have discussed a number of
decisiom thresholds for allocating resupply assets of the
battalion to support the combat arms company. This series
of resupply on/off switches is not designed as a way to
constrain resupply; rather, to provide a flexible meth-




Routine RSJJPBATE is called by RS__ALLOCATE for a spe-
cific ammunition/ fuel type. It transfers trucks and stocks
from the trains to the convoy being formed for the company.
G. EVENT RSJIISSION
This event calls the RS_START_MOVE routine to begin the
simulated movement of resupply vehicles. Event RS_ALLOCATE
schedules an RSJMISSION for each convoy departing the
battalion trains enroute to a company resupply area. The
time lag for scheduling an RSJVFISSION is a user input that
simulates the time required to organize a convoy. The event
RS_CONVOY_ARRIVE is also scheduled to determine when and if
the resupply convoy arrives at its mission location.
H. ROUTINES RS_START_MOVE AND LOC
Routine RSJSTARTJMOVE is used to set the location at-
tributes of each resupply vehicle to the present location
and the location to which the truck is going. RS_START_MOVE
also calls routine LOC of the present STAR Combat model.
Routine LOC checks the alive or dead status of the vehicle,
and, if appropriate, calls routine move of the main STAR
movement module. The RS_START_HOVE and LOC routines are a
primary interface of the resupply module and the existing




Event RS_CONVOY_ARRIVE is used to monitor the arrival of
a resupply convoy at a company resupply area. Once the mod-
el detects the arrival of a convoy, the suppression
methodology is used to determine the suppression index. The
suppression index is compared to a user input called abort
mission threshold. The threshold is a value above which
the commander does not wish to accept the risk of enemy
action. For values above the threshold, the convoy returns
to the battalion trains; this is accomplished by calling
routine RS_END_MISSION, which is described later in this
chapter.
For cases where the mission is not aborted, the routine
determines what method of supply was designated for this
company and simulates the convoy commander's checking to
see if any vehicles were lost enroute. Total resources
available in the convoy are then adjusted for losses. The
implementation of the supply methods begins in this rou-
tine. For the "cache" method, a time to unload pallets
onto the ground must be determined. At present, the authors
assume that no manpower would be available for this and
field expedient techniques must be used. A possible tech-
nique used in this case is to remove the tie downs, move
the vehicle rapidly in reverse and then brake hard, causing
the pallets to fall off by their own momentum. The
RS__OFFLOAD_CACHE event is scheduled after a user input time
delay to simulate the unloading process.

7/hen the "unit location" method is used, the routine
simulates the convoy commander reporting the number/type
of rounds/gallons and the number of trucks in his convoy to
the unit commander. The unit commander, in turn, instructs
his unit to move, two at a time, to each resupply vehicle.
The unit combat vehicles move by order of L.O.N. This move-
ment can take place while the company is engaged in a direct
fire battle as long as the abort mission threshold of the
resupply convoy is not exceeded. The assignment of two
combat vehicles per resupply vehicle was chosen for various
reasons. Removing one or more platoons for resupply could
have disastrous results on the combat capability of the
unit. There are three ways to address this problem: don't
remove a platoon, remove a platoon regardless of the combat
situation or implement additional combat movement decision
logic to decide when a platoon could or could not resupply
as a unit. After analyzing these alternatives, it was de-
termined that the simplest approach was to resupply by
vehicles rather than by platoons. If only one vehicle at a
time were to be dispatched to each truck, the potential for
unrealistically long resupply times is very great. Two
combat vehicles per resupply vehicle is a good choice in
that one combat vehicle can be positioned on each side of
the resupply vehicle (fuel or ammunition). Although this
is a severely cramped working space for ammunition unloading,
it is common field practice. For the fuel truck, one or
two combat vehicles per truck are used, depending on the
pump and hose equipment available.
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It is necessary to point out that the movement by
L.O.N, could remove all the vehicles of one platoon or from
a geographic area of the company battle position to the
company resupply area. This is a pertinent area for future
enrichment of the model. Also included in this event are
several fuel/ammunition attribute accounting adjustments
and schedulings of other events. The two most important
events scheduled by RS_CONVOY_ARRIVE are the events
R£_0FFL0AD_CACFE and RS__CV_ARRIVE. These events are pre-
sented in the order mentioned for logical explanation of
the mission sequence.
J. EVENT RS_pFFLOAD_CACHE
Scheduling of the RS_OFFLOAD_CACHE event occurs only
when the cache method of supply is chosen. This event per-
forms all the accounting associated with placing piles of
ammunition on the ground in the company supply area. If
fuel is included, the appropriate number of trucks are de-
leted from the convoy and they remain at the cache site.
If the requesting unit is already present at the resup-
ply area, the cache unloading method is still used and the
combat vehicles are scheduled at the ammunition piles by
event RS_CV_ARRIVE. Other events and routines are used to
move the convoy back to the battalion trains.
K. EVENT RS_CV__ARRIVE
Event RS__CV__ARRIVE is primarily designed to determine if
combat vehicles have arrived at the resupply area, check for
"cache," simulate the individual vehicle resupply actions

for ammunition and perform the associated model accounting
procedures. After checking the area suppression index, the
resupply process is started by calculating the rearm time
for each combat vehicle present. The attributes for the
combat vehicles' stowed load are increased as the resupply
trucks' amount on hand attribute is decreased. The event
RS_EIJDLOAD is scheduled for each combat vehicle in the
amount of time it takes to rearm that vehicle. This logic
applies, regardless of the method of supply. Within this
routine, the only major difference between "cache" and
"unit location" is the time differential caused by having
to pick rounds up from the ground as opposed to loading
from truck bed height. As the vehicles are rearmed, counters
are increased to insure that only the actual amount on hand
is loaded, no stowed load capacity is exceeded and the num-
ber of vehicles rearmed by ammunition type is recorded.
The refuel process may be initiated from this event by
calling routine RS_FUEL. KS_FUEL may still be called, even
when all ammunition actions are complete. Finally,
RS_CV_ARRIVE is scheduled for each vehicle to be rearmed
and/or refueled.
L. EVENT RS_ENDLOAD
The completion of the ammunition reloading of a vehicle
is simulated by this event. The model assumes that combat
vehicles will be rearmed before refueling. This is a simpli-
fying assumption built into this event. There is no expli-
cit queue for vehicles requiring ammunition upload because
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the endload event only schedules vehicles to ammunition
trucks on a one for one replacement basis. Once a vehicle
has been rearmed, it is passed to the RS_FUEL routine for
refueling. If there is no ammunition remaining or no
further requirements for ammunition, this event, in con-
junction with RS_CV_ARRIVE, will continue to call vehicles
to the resupply area if they need refueling. This process
is described next in routine RS_FUEL and event PS_END_FUEL.
For a resupply mission to be completed, there are vari-
ous combinations of two basic conditions that must be
satisfied. These conditions are the exhaustion of an
ammunition/fuel type or the satisfaction of all requirements
for an ammunition/fuel type. In order to confirm mission
completion, a system of counters is used in this event and
in event RS_END__FUEL. Each vehicle arriving at the resupply
area has its L.O.N, set to "full" by this event. Setting
the vehicle L.O.N, to "full" is part of the process that
monitors completion. As the event loops through each ammu-
nition and fuel type, it adds one to the "loop counter" and
checks for the conditions mentioned above. For each ammuni-
tion and fuel type, if the number of vehicles alive equals
the number of vehicles "full," one is added to the "mission
counter." One is also added to the "mission counter" if
the ammunition or fuel type is exhausted. When the "mission
counter" equals the "loop counter" the mission is considered





This routine is scheduled for one vehicle requiring one
type of fuel. As discussed previously, all vehicles will
eventually be routed to the fuel trucks. Since the arrival
rate for fueling is uncontrolled, the fueling routine
establishes a first in, first out (FIFO) queue for each
type of fuel. The number of fuel service points is deter-
mined by the capabilities of the specific fuel trucks
organic to the battalion support platoon of the unit now
being resupplied. Within this routine, a refuel time is cal-
culated for each vehicle and the appropriate attributes are
updated. With the exception of the FIFO queue, this routine
is almost an exact duplicate of the RS_CV_ARRIVS event.
The duplication is intentional in that refueling and rearm-
ing are very similar from the simulation point of view.
Event RS_END_FUEL is scheduled for this combat vehicle in
the amount of time required to refuel the vehicle.
N. EVENT RS_END_FUEL
After the time to refill a combat vehicle has elapsed,
this event sets the appropriate counters for the number of
vehicles refueled and then calls the next vehicle from the
queue. The same double check mechanism for not excluding
any vehicle from rearm/refuel is used here as it was used
in the preceding modules for fuel and ammunition. Addition-
ally, RS_END_FUEL repeats the "mission" and "loop counter"




Four other events or routines may schedule the
RS_END_MISSION event. Although there are many possible
schedulers, there are only two basic causes for scheduling
this event. The first cause is exceeding the abort mission
threshold. This means that the resupply area is receiving
enemy fire in sufficient quantities to cancel the ongoing
resupply. RS_CONVOY__ARRIVE, RS_CV_ARRIVE and RS__SNDLOAD
all check the suppression index and can schedule RS_END_
MISSION due to hostile fire. The second possible cause for
mission termination is the completion of resupply. As ex-
plained in the preceeding events, partial mission completion
signals are set and summed to an end of mission counter in
RS_ENDLOAD and RS_END_FJEL. Event RS_END_MISSION deletes
one from the company supply status attribute defined in
RS_MISSION. Deleting one from the supply status is, in
effect, simulating the communication of resupply mission
termination to the battalion headquarters of the company
being resupplied. This is particularly important for non-
critical units, which the logic prevents from having more
than one resupply mission enroute at a time. RS__END_
MISSION also calls the RS_TRUCK_UPDATE routine.
P. ROUTINE RS_TRUCK_UPDATE
There are two primary functions of the RS_TRUCK_UPBATE
routine. First, the ammunition/ fuel remaining in the convoy
at mission termination is distributed uniformly within the
convoy; secondly, the convoy movement process is begun.
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The distribution of the remaining resources was imple-
mented on the following premise. During a resupply mission,
it is assumed that the trucks have been unloaded at a con-
stant rate. Therefore, when the mission is terminated the
amount of ammunition/fuel remaining will be uniformly dis-
tributed by type over the trucks in the convoy. This is
necessary because individual trucks are not portrayed during
the unloading process.
After the loads are distributed over the vehicles, rou-
tine RS_START_MOVE is called to begin the movement of the
convoy back to the trains and Event RS_TRAINS_ARRIVE is
scheduled for this convoy.
0. EVENT RS_TRAINS_ARRIVE
When the convoy returns to the trains, each ammunition
and fuel type in the convoy is summed and then reallocated
over the trucks for that type in the trains to consolidate
the munitions/fuel on the minimum of trucks. Remaining
partial truckloads are then calculated. At this point, a
user input is required as a decision point for how much of
a partial load causes the truck to be retained or sent to
the rear for reconstitution of the basic load. This user
input value would be expressed as a percentage of maximum
capacity for each type load, e.g., if a resupply vehicle
has less than 60 tank rounds (50%) on board, send it to the
ATP. To accomplish refilling the resupply vehicles, this
routine calls RS_START_MOVE and schedules either ATP_ARRIVE




Only after these vehicles have been dispatched, does any
accounting take place. The number of trucks in the trains
is updated as is the amount of ammunition/fuel on hand.
9S_TPAIrTS_ARPIVE is also scheduled for trucks returning
from the ATP, ASP and POL point, A returning truck is
normally full, so no cross leveling would occur. When the
resupply vehicle arrives at the trains, its amount of materi-
al on hand is added to the battalion total on hand for that
type and the number of trucks in the trains is increased by
one.
P. EVENT PS_ATP__APPIVS
Each ammunition vehicle departing the battalion trains
for the ATP causes an PS_AT?_APPIVE to be scheduled. The
arrival event simulates the loading proces of a battalion
ammunition truck; provides an alternate loading site, the
ASP, if the ATP is too busy or in a stock out condition;
performs the appropriate accounting; then sends the bat-
talion ammunition truck to the appropriate destination,
scheduling either the event RS__ATP_LEAVE or RS_ASP_RETURN.
The ATP is modeled as a first in, first out queue for
each type of ammunition. When an ammunition truck arrives
at the ATP, the queue for that type is checked. If the
loader is available and sufficient munitions are on hand,
the vehicle is loaded. What consists of a sufficient a-
mount of ammunition is input by the user as a specified
level of vehicle capacity. This input is .used to provide
the user with flexibility to accept less than the amount
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required or send the truck back to the AS? to get ICO "per-
cent of the requirement. This model assumes all munitions
are always available at the ASP. At the ATP, the actual
amount of munitions to be loaded is used to calculate a
loading time and the amount of material transferred is added
to and subtracted from the appropriate attributes. The
loader is set to busy and event RS_ATP_LEAVE is scheduled
in the amount of time just calculated for this truck.
Had there been no ammunition or the user's specified
minimum amount not available, the battalion truck would have
been scheduled to go to the ASP. In the same vein, if the
loader is busy, the estimated time before this truck can
complete loading is calculated. The calculation is merely
the product of the number of vehicles in the queue and the
mean loading time for that type of munition. Reference 9
lists mean loading times for various vehicle, ammunition
and loader combinations. These times are determined by
field trials. The ASP trip time is determined by the user.
This trip time consists of an average ASP loading time plus
the travel time from the ATP and then back to the battalion
trains. This deterministic input would vary by the scenari-
os played around the Brigade battle. The option of not
v/aiting at the ATP when the AS? trip time is shorter is
realistic and is used to increase the amount of munitions
available to the combat battalions over time. A typical
mission would see trucks loaded at the AT? and then sched-
uled out of the ATP by event RS_.ATP_.LEAVE, Continued opera-
tion of the ATP is dependent on the timely and frequent
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arrival of corps linehaul cargo trucks at the AT?. When a
corps convoy arrives, full linehaul trucks are deposited at
the ATP and empty trucks are hauled back to corps ammunition
storage areas for reuse. Corps convoys are addressed in
event RS_CSA__CONVOY.
S. EVENT RS_ATP_LEAVE
This event is scheduled for a particular battalion re-
supply vehicle by the event RS_ATP_ARRIVE. When the vehicle
loading time has passed, RS_START_MOVE is called to send
that vehicle back to the battalion trains and RS_TRAINS_
ARRIVE is scheduled. Since a vehicle has now been loaded
and departed the ATP, the server is set to idle. The
queue for that ammunition type is checked for another veh-
icle. If there is a vehicle in the queue, it is brought in
for servicing, otherwise the server remains idle. The
RS_ATP_LEAVE event is a duplicate of RS_POL__LEAVE.
T. EVENT RS_ASP_RSTURN
This event is only scheduled for those trucks that have
been sent to the ASP. The major function of the event is to
account for the time it would take to move the battalion
ammunition truck to the ASP, load, and return to the ATP.
The turnaround time is user input.
U. EVENT RS_POL_ARRIVE
This event is scheduled for an individual battalion
fuel truck requiring a given fuel type.
A brigade POL point will be set up with a gas station
type layout of service lines for the various types of fuel.
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As a battalion fuel truck arrives, it enters one of the
lines, is refueled and departs. The process is modeled as
a first in, first out queue for each fuel type. When a bat-
talion fuel truck arrives, the total number of gallons and
DISCOM linehaul tankers available in the POL point for
this specific type of fuel are calculated. A user determined
number of refueling points is input.
For the sake of simplicity and to minimize the future
coding requirements, only the total number of refuel points,
gallons and linehaul tankers on hand are considered in
aggregate for any fuel type. This precludes the require-
ment of tracking an individual 5000 gallon linehaul tanker
through the FOL operation. To keep the desired resolution
for this operation, as the number of gallons dispensed
equals the amount carried by a linehaul tanker, one tanker
is removed from the the POL point.
When a battalion fuel truck arrives, this event first
checks for the fuel type of the truck, determines the
amount of that fuel available in the POL point and if there
is an idle refuel point for that type. When both fuel and
a server are available, a check is made to insure that the
battalion fuel truck can be completely filled. If 100 per-
cent of the requirement is not available, the truck is added
to the queue until there is sufficient fuel for a refill.
While at first, this may seem unreasonable, it prevents a
truck from going through the queue and receiving some
amount less than required and then returned to the battalion
trains. It would not be unusual for a support platoon truck
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to remain at the POL point until there is enough fuel,
simply because there is usually no other source of fuel.
The drawback to this methodology is that a DISCOM PCL tank-
er could sit idle with a sizable amount of fuel on hand,
while a battalion truck sits waiting for the arrival of the
next returning DISCOM tanker to satisfy the total
requirement.
In reality, a process like this would be unacceptable
because it could idle transportation needlessly. The pro-
cess of constructing detailed decision rules to optimize all
combinations of the fuels, vehicle capacities and load
breakpoints was analyzed and found to be overly complicated
for the requirements of this model. Additionally, the
worst case example given above would only happen when the
brigade POL point is about to run out of that type of fuel.
This event also sets refuel points to busy, adds and
subtracts the amount of fuel received and issued to the
respective quantity attributes, places trucks in the proper
queue and calculates the time to refuel a battalion fuel
truck. This amount of time is then used to schedule
RS_POL_LEAVE for the current truck.
V. EVENT RS_POL__LEAVE
RS_POL_LEAVE is scheduled for an individual battalion
fuel truck by RS_POL_ARRIVE. When the loading time has
elapsed, RS_START_MOVS is called to send the battalion
fuel truck back to its parent battalion. After the truck
departs, the total amount of fuel on hand in the POL point
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for that type is calculated. This amount is then sub-
tracted from that type capacity of the POL point. The
capacity equals the number of linehaul trucks times their
maximum capacity for that fuel type. If the difference
between the two capacities is greater than or equal to a
linehaul truck load, then a linehaul truck of that type is
deleted from the number of trucks on hand.
The total turnaround time for a linehaul refill at the
DISCOM POL point is input by the user. The event
RS_TANXEP_PETURN is then scheduled at the turnaround time
plus the current time. The calculation of turnaround time
is a deterministic function of the distance, vehicle capac-
ity and the average waiting time at the DISCOM POL point.
The DISCOM POL point is always assumed to have fuel.
As the logic of the PS_POL_LEAVS event continues, the
departing battalion basic load carrier leaves one refuel
point not in use. If there is sufficient fuel for another
support platoon fuel truck, the queue is checked to bring up
the next vehicle and refuel it. If there is no queue, the
refuel point is set to idle.
W. EVENT PSJTANKER_RETURN
Each time a DISCOM linehaul tanker is emptied,
RSJTANKER_RETURN is scheduled. The time lapse for schedu-
ling has already been discussed in the previous event.
When the DISCOM tanker returns to the brigade POL point,
the total number of tankers and gallons on hand for that




The resupply of the ATP by corps linehaul trailers is
simulated by this event. The scheduling interval or fre-
quency is a user input value and may be set as a fixed
cyclic rate or as a distribution about some mean time. The
total ammunition on hand for the ATP is increased by type




The proposed logistics module maps out the basic program
structure for integrating the logistical functions of fuel
and ammunition resupply into the STAR combat model.
Although the logic is complete within the bounds of the
constraining assumptions, time precluded the enhancement of
several areas.
One area that should be reviewed prior to attempting the
transfer of the design to code is the resupply of artillery
units. If the desired level of resolution for artillery is
compatible with the assumptions limiting one type of ammuni-
tion and fuel per weapons systems type, the existing logic
structure can be easily adapted to artillery systems
support. This is feasible if the one ammunition type for
field artillery means a complete round. In terms of the
resupply model, it is only relevant that the resupply vehi-
cles deliver complete rounds to the unit and not differenti-
ate between such rounds as high explosive, improved
conventional munitions (ICM), family of scatterable mines
(FASCAM) and smoke.
An additional resource consumer to be considered is the
forward area rearm and refuel point (FARP). The FARP sup-
plies the munitions and fuel necessary to replenish rotary
wing aircraft operating forward in the brigade area. As
written, the logic of the resupply model is generally appli-
cable to the FARP and can be readily modified once the

appropriate time and motion study data for aircraft rearm/
refuel is acquired.
The logistics model currently assumes only one ammuni-
tion type per firing system and homogeneous truck loads
for ammunition support. If the model is expanded to track
more than one ammunition type per system, the current STAR
model already has the capability to record the rounds ex-
pended. New tables for vehicle L.O.N.'s will have to be
constructed to consider a change in status for either
ammunition type. The L.O.N, determination for fuel and
higher units would then continue as previously outlined in
event RS_EVALUATE. The number of ammunition types is not
necessarily limited to two and would necessarily vary by
weapons systems and units being considered. As a case in
point, a mechanized infantry rifle squad with an infantry
fighting vehicle might expend TOW, Dragon, Eushraaster and
small arms.
To depict an entity with more than one weapons type, the
resupply model should be enriched with a mixed load meth-
odology for ammunition. Research will be required to
determine feasible loading ratios for different types of
units. A mixed loading methodology would also be required
for the battalion trains, ammunition transfer point (ATP)
and ammunition supply point (ASP). At the resupply area
itself, the current transfer methodology would require re-
vision. A more detailed process for matching combat vehicles
with resupply vehicles will have to be constructed. This
would include the possibility of combat vehicles moving
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between trucks to be loaded with the necessary ammunition
types. In view of the level of complexity required to ob-
tain this capability it is not apparent that such an enrich-
ment would be worth the effort,
A more specific problem area is the definition of the
company location for resupply. The combat movement decision
logic can place elements of one company in tandem on differ-
ent battle positions. Although there will be resupply
areas designated for each company battle position, a specif-
ic logic and coding implementation effort will be required
to insure that resupply integration will not degrade the
present movement decision logic. Associated with this is
the possible movement of combat units to an area other than
that which was designated for a scheduled resupply. To
address this problem some assumptions as to communications
with the resupply convoy must be met and decision logic
designed to alter the destination of a convoy based on the
movement of the designated company. A possible method of
solving this problem is to utilize the existing STAR de-
tection and movement modules. Since STAR gives all vehicles
the capability of detection, the convoy destination could
be changed as a function of where Blue or Red elements are
detected by the resupply convoy. A previously input list
of alternative resupply areas would then be used to determine
a new convoy destination.
The most important area of the supplier/shooter inter-
face remaining to be examined is the impact of resource
shortfalls on the combat forces. For example, what happens
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as the battle progresses and the tank crews see their
stowed load getting smaller and smaller. Will their target
engagement criteria change to conserve ammunition? Will
the platoon or company tactics change as the leaders realize
that the unit ammunition status is dropping lov/er and low-
er? Should logic be included for cross-leveling between
vehicles in the company? Should the movement decision logic
include a breakpoint for fuel/ammunition status? The an-
swers for these questions are required prior to expanding
this area and must be resolved with the combat arms. There
are many possible tactics that may or may not be employed.
It remains a major task to determine a consensus of possible
combat reactions to supply shortfalls and to develop
algorithms for implementation in the combat movement logic.
As mentioned in chapter III, the STAR suppression module
contains a methodology for calculating the duration of
suppression times. A possible expansion of the resupply
model is a modification of the current application of
suppression to resupply. The process envisioned would de-
grade the transfer rate of resources using the suppression
time delay methodology in those cases where the suppression
index is less than the abort mission threshold. As an
example, this could simulate a resupply in process where
the unit comes under attack by mortars, takes cover for a
period of time and then resumes the transfer of fuel and
ammunition. This enrichment would be particularly useful




APPENDIX A: SDDL Output
The SDDL output presented in this appendix is the
proposed structure of the logistics module.
The structure keywords are shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI SDDL KEYWORDS
STRUCTURE INITIATOR TERMINATOR ESCAPE SUBSTRUCTURE
MODULE ROUTINE ENDROUTINE
EVENT ENDEVENT RETURN
BLOCK IF ENDIF ELSE
DO LOOP EXITLOOP
MODULE INVOCATION KEYWORDS :all, SCHEDULE
In the SDDL output, words containing or connected by
an asterisk (*) denotes variables that are considered key
parameters in the decision logic. Words connected by or
containing a percent sign {%) are variables whose values
are determined by the user. Note that there are many cases
where both a percent sign and an asterisk are present. Ad-
ditionally, strings of words grouped within single quotation
marks (
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The play of suppression in STAR is designed to represent the effects
of direct and indirect fire on delaying element functions. The play of
suppression is parametric and the effects can be altered by the input para-
meters supplied by the user.
2. Assumptions:
a. The suppressive effect of a round is a decaying phenomenan,
and can be represented as a time delay in the performance
of element functions.
b. The suppressive effect of indirect fire is a function of
the proximity of the impact to the target, and whether
or not the round's impact is observed by the target.
c. Different rounds have different suppressive effects and
can be represented by different round "weights".
d. The suppressive effect of direct fire rounds occurs if
the round lands short, or if the round hits the target.
Rounds which miss over a target are assumed to be un-
observed and have no suppressive effect.
e. The susceptabili ty to suppression of a particular weapon
system can be represented by a parameter, and all similar
weapon systems in the simulation have a common parameter
e.g. all XM1 's have a X = 1
all BMP's have a \ = 1.3
f. The suppressive effects of a round fired are uniform for
all vehicles in the target's platoon, (subject to





Rounds are assumed to have no suppressive effect
after 2 minutes of simulation time.
Each r. has associated with it a factor d.
which represents the decaying effect of suppression
over time.











The total effect of rounds fired at a platoon can then






















The suppressive effect of rounds on a particular weapon
system is represented by a parameter x .
i.e. A = 1 for XMTs
X = 2 for BMP's
x = 10 for dismounted infantry
A time delay can then be calculated based on R * and X
time delay (t) = e - 1
This time delay value is then used to effect the functions
of a particular element in the simulation.
The weighting of indirect fire rounds is represented as
a function of proximity to the target and whether or not
the impact of the round is observed by the target. The
technique used is explained in a paper entitled "Suppression Method-
ology" (attached) and will not be further amplified herein.
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F unctions Represente d
:
a. The effect of suppression on detection results in
detections being delayed or eliminated.
b. The effect of suppression on firing is to extend the
lay/load time at target selection, and to increase
aim error upon firing.
c. The effect of unaimed direct fire is not currently
implemented.
d. The effects of suppression on unit or individual
vehicle movement is not currently implemented.
Technique :
a. The basic unit on which the suppression functions
operate is the platoon. The suppressive of each round
fired is represented by a "weight".
i .e. 120mm APDS weight = 1 .0
73mm HEAT weight = .65
152mm Arty weight =1.3
b. The weights of all rounds fired at platoon elements are
summed up and stored as attributes of the PLATOON. LEADER
permanent entity. These attributes are reset every
30 seconds of the simulation.
i.e. r.=r., i = 1 to 4
l l-l
where each r. is the total suppressive weight of all
rounds effecting elements of the platoon during a
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